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About This Game

Trianguluv is an old-shool arcade game placed in universe where even triangles can have feelings!

With simple controls you can focus on mastering your skill and beating challenging levels by solving puzzles and avoiding
various obstacles such as moving parts, traps and more.

You will constantly need to observe the level in order to get to the exit.
Controls are optimized both for keyboard and controller.

Features

Easy to learn but hard to master gameplay

Various modes: classic, New Game+, No death

Over 90 levels across all modes

Awesome soundtrack

Steam Trading Cards and challenging achievements
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Title: Trianguluv
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Atara Games
Publisher:
Atara Games
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: x86

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 compatible

DirectX: Version 9.0c

English,Simplified Chinese,Russian
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Oyun güzel bam bam bam atıyorum Panda yı yenebildiğim tek oyun diyebiliriz. EGO Ağlayabilir dikkat .... The flavour of a
great gameboard classic, but only for one player, is usefull to training. Very easy and quick to play. Roll dice!. Good concept.
Frame rate is too low. It appears trying to add the glare off the ground caused the issue, as whenever someone scored and the
room was red, frames were fine. You'll unlock Blue Vegeta by the time you've done all the trials and the first two story arcs so i
wouldn't bother unless to play them is the soul reason you bought this game.. this game is awesome when it decides to work. had
spent some many time on this game, to get all achievement & stars.

an AWESOME and CHALLENGING game, various types of guardians have their unique skills, so sometimes we need a special
combination to get the best effect. (I have tried 5 times to get 3 stars in level #7 CIRCUS GROUNDS)

a BUG met many times:
the guardian HUNTER always crashes, can't move anymore, only to restart level. One of my personal favorites of the new
Nancy Drews. She really brings out a cool aspect to ancient greece. Its fun and can be terrifying as well. Really a great game!
Best of the point and clicks of herintereactive that I'ved played in recent time. If you enjoy an empowered woman being the
hero and being able to solve the case than you'll certainly enjoy this one.. Nice little game, with a classic but good revenge story.
Do not get it for the battles as they are very basic and just a few ; it's more about the choices you make during the storytelling.
A nice buy when on discount !

edit : I forgot a main PLUS : the soundtrack, made by the guy from Danheim, is great ! Nordic/Viking/Epic, I didn't know about
this featuring and got so hyped when I started my first game ! Definitely a huge asset for this game – and you should check the
band if you are into this kind of atmosphere !
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A terrific little game with a fun and very well-designed branching narrative, delightful characters, and an intriguing overarching
plot. There's an admirable commitment to diversity throughout, as well. Best of all, it's short, which means seeing all the
branches isn't some eighty-hour commitment. I do wish there was more of it, but for the price and the likely minuscule
development budget, it's quite impressive.

I've beaten it twice so far, and I'll be coming back for more. Highly recommended.. Golf It is a amazing game with lots of fun
holes to master its great fun to play while getting♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥out of your skull online with friends. This game is very good
with strategy and much more + go check out awsomenauts :D
. This is like a game of cultural tug of war. You play as different cultures with their own units, kinda like a real time strategy
game, including having gatherers working while you fight, sending units to do battle in the middle of the map while pushing to
get to the other end and destroy the opposing enemy. I would compare it to a MOBA in that way, but "MOBA" is a four-letter
word to some people. Oh wait...

Where was I? Anywho, the single player campaign is cute and silly, and I had a nice time with it. I played the multiplayer
briefly, and it's alright. I won, which was nice, but I don't generally like the stress of competitive gaming, so I'm not interested in
continuing that any time soon. I definitely recommend it for the single player, though. This one is all about the gameplay, but it's
different enough from most games to stand out on its own and be memorable in a good way.. -Pretty interesting faction overall.

-I am a big fan of the vampires and this faction almost eclipses them in comparison. The vampires may have better lords than
their coastal brothers, but the vampire coast has some of the best artillery in the game. You can make the argument that they
have the best artillery overall in the game, but they do not have the best unit of artillery in the game. Their monsters have great
potential such as leviathans having the ability to take on an entire flank by itself.

-Overall the faction itself is a bit overpowered I feel. As previously mentioned, their roster eclipses that of the normal vampires.
This causes a few issues as the vampires should be stronger than the coast overall while the coast only having great range options
bu that is just not the case.

-This DLC is not worth it at full price or half priced. They are a great addition to the game, yes. But the issue is that they are
over powered and their single player campaign is bugged. Many people have had multiple issues while playing through the single
player campaign and others, myself included, have encountered an issue with the final battle.

-SPOILER WARNING: The final mission includes fighting Lokier Fellheart in order to win the campaign. Even if you kill him,
the mission will not proceed and you will fail once the inevitable timer runs down. Therefore, you cannot finish the single player
campaign and all of your hard work will have no conclusion. So you can really only use this faction in multiplayer and single
player battles.

-I have not tried to complete their final battle on the mortal empires campaign, but I am assuming it will yield similar results..
Buy it ! It worth
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